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ABSTRACT

We propose a new encryption approach for regions of inter-
est in H.264/AVC bit streams. By encrypting at bit stream
level and applying drift minimization techniques, we re-
duce the processing time by up to 45% compared to full re-
encoding. Depending on the input video quality, our approach
induces an overhead between -0.5 and 1.5% (high resolution
sequences) and -0.5 and 3% (low resolution sequences), re-
spectively, to minimize the drift outside the regions of inter-
est. The quality degradation in these regions remains small in
most cases, and moderate in a worst-case scenario with a high
number of small regions of interest.

Index Terms— H.264/AVC, RoI, Encryption, Drift, Bit
Stream

1. INTRODUCTION

In surveillance videos, regions of interest (RoI) like people’s
faces are often encrypted in order to preserve their privacy.
The images are not encrypted entirely so that people’s ac-
tions can still be seen unencrypted by surveillance personnel
to determine whether intervention is required. In addition,
decryption allows law enforcement to recover the identities
later if necessary. This is not possible with other forms of
de-identification like pixelation or blurring (e.g. [1, 2, 3]).
An example of a surveillance system with RoI encryption is
depicted in Fig. 1.

In this paper, we assume a video surveillance scenario
where a typical surveillance camera (as of 2015) outputs com-
pressed videos in the form of Motion JPEG [4] or H.264/AVC
bit streams [5] and provides information on the location of the
RoI through face detection to the encryption system as in [6].

Many approaches for RoI encryption have been proposed.
Most of them either perform encryption format-independently
in the image domain (e.g., [7, 8, 2]) or format-family-
dependently in the transform domain (e.g., [9, 10, 11]). How-
ever, this is not practical since neither the captured images
nor the encoder within the camera can be modified in typi-
cal surveillance equipment. The alternative of applying these
methods by decoding the video stream received from the cam-
era and re-encoding it is considered too time consuming and

therefore impractical.
Approaches for bit-stream-based RoI encryption are very

sparse. Although solutions for Motion JPEG exist [12, 13,
14], all of the H.264/AVC-focused approaches have severe
disadvantages. Note that we only consider RoI encryption
approaches, i.e., those which aim at maintaining the visual
information outside of the RoI.

Dufaux et al. [15] describe an approach for MPEG-4 Part
2 which can be extended to H.264/AVC (and other DCT-based
formats). Although their encryption algorithm can be per-
formed at bit stream level, their method of preventing drift,
i.e., the propagation of encrypted pixels into non-RoI areas,
requires selectively re-encoding the video from the first en-
crypted frame onwards. As explained above, this is impracti-
cal due to its high computational complexity.

The approaches of Iqbal et al. [16] and Unterweger et
al. [6] require bit streams in which all RoIs are in separate
slices or slice groups to prevent spatial drift through the im-
posed prediction borders. This is a serious restriction since
it requires the camera to reliably detect RoI and to create ac-
cording slices. Furthermore, the authors do not discuss tem-
poral drift, which is an important issue addressed in this paper.

Our work aims at minimizing the amount of drift after en-
cryption while significantly reducing the computational com-
plexity required for processing. This way, we contribute an
alternative to the infeasible full re-encoding techniques at the
cost of a small amount of drift outside the RoI.

This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we
present our encryption approach. In Section 3, we describe
how we minimize drift. Finally, we present a practical evalu-
ation of our method in Section 4 before concluding the paper.

2. ENCRYPTION APPROACH

For all blocks inside a RoI, we perform a three-step bit-
stream-level coefficient encryption as follows: First, we
change the signs of all AC coefficients by xor-ing the orig-
inal sign bits with the output of a one-time pad. Second,
we encrypt the DC coefficient signs in the same way if the
coefficients are stored directly in the bit stream, i.e., if the
processed block does not use 16 · 16 intra prediction, where



Fig. 1. Surveillance system use case: Images captured by a surveillance camera are encrypted and stored in a database. From
there, the encrypted images can either be viewed directly or decrypted and used for legal investigations.

an additional Hadamard transform is used (which makes it
impossible to change the DC coefficient signs at bit stream
level). Third, we change the least significant bit of all AC co-
efficients whose absolute value is greater than one. This can
be done by entropy code word replacement at bit stream level.

We also perform encryption on all blocks which are not
fully, but only in parts inside of a RoI. This assures that no
information at the borders of RoI leaks at the cost of en-
crypting a small number of non-RoI pixels as well. We limit
the encryption to the luminance channel since hardly any
identification-related information is contained in the chromi-
nance channels and extending our approach would be trivial.

When applying encryption, spatial and temporal drift oc-
curs due to the difference between the encrypted and the un-
encrypted pixel values which are used for prediction. As il-
lustrated in Fig. 2 (middle-left), this affects regions around
the RoI (e.g., on the top-right part of the helmet in the bot-
tom picture), disfiguring them to an extent that they cannot be
used any more for video surveillance and similar applications.

Thus, it is necessary to minimize drift. One way to do so
is full re-encoding, offering perfect compensation (see Fig. 2,
middle-right) at infeasible computational complexity. There-
fore, we subsequently propose an approach which aims at
minimizing drift at moderate computational complexity.

3. DRIFT MINIMIZATION

When encrypting macroblocks in the RoI, we have to take into
account the dependencies that arise due to spatial and tem-
poral prediction. Simply modifying the residual coefficients
in a macroblock will affect the surrounding macroblocks due
to (spatial) intra prediction, and due to (temporal) motion-
compensated prediction.

When fully re-encoding the sequence, the original se-
quence is first decoded, and subsequently re-encoded using
the same mode and motion information as in the input bit-
stream. In this case, the RoI encryption is embedded after the
second (encoding) loop. The complexity of such an approach,
however, will be high given the two prediction loops. We use

this approach as a benchmark.
In the past, reduced-complexity transcoding approaches

have been presented that were based on single-loop or open-
loop architectures, mainly in the context of transrating [17].
Open-loop techniques can be used to perform modifications
to coefficients with minimal complexity, but are unable to
compensate for potential error drift. A single-loop approach,
however, can compensate for the drift by storing the differ-
ences between the reconstructed coefficients before and after
encryption. These differences can afterwards be used for intra
prediction (IP) and/or motion-compensated prediction (MCP)
in dependent blocks.

In this paper, we introduce such a compensation loop in
the encryption framework, resulting in a significant reduction
of the drift in the macroblocks which are dependent on the
RoI area. In our framework, we make a distinction between
three types of macroblocks:

• Macroblocks that are not inside the RoI or dependent
on the RoI can be processed open-loop (i.e., by per-
forming an entropy decoding and encoding step only),
without further calculations.

• For the RoI macroblocks, the encryption approach in-
troduced in Section 2 is performed. Additionally, the
differences between the (inverse quantized and trans-
formed) coefficients before and after encryption are cal-
culated and accumulated, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The
accumulation is performed along the direction of the
intra prediction, or along the motion-compensated pre-
diction direction. The resulting accumulated values are
only stored within the RoI, but are not yet used for com-
pensation. Hence, the coefficients for the RoI blocks
are only modified by the encryption process, with no
impact on the bit rate.

• For the macroblocks that are directly dependent on
the RoI (either through intra prediction or motion-
compensated prediction), single-loop compensation is
applied and the differences that were accumulated in
the RoI are used to compensate for the error drift. This



Fig. 2. First (top) and eleventh (bottom) frame of the foreman sequence (left-most) with QP 27 and IP∗ GOP structure. The face
as RoI is encrypted without drift compensation (middle-left), full compensation (middle-right) and our approach (right-most),
respectively. Our approach shows only very little drift outside the RoI and is comparable to full compensation (middle-right).

will lead to a small increase in the bits required to code
these blocks, as discussed in Section 4.3. The single-
loop compensation loop is illustrated in Fig. 4. By ap-
plying compensation, we notice that a significant por-
tion of the drift is eliminated for the non-RoI area.

An overview of the error accumulation and compensation
process for the second and third types of macroblocks is given
in Fig. 5, for the case of spatial error propagation (intra pre-
diction). The non-colored macroblocks correspond to the first
type of macroblocks and can be processed open-loop.

It has to be noted that the drift compensation will not be
perfect, due to non-linear operations in the H.264/AVC/AVC
encoder and decoder loops. For example, the division/shift
operations during intra prediction (modes 3-8) and motion
compensation, along with clipping at the boundaries of the
pixel value range (for 8 bits, between 0 and 255) can lead to
rounding errors in the compensation loop. As such, we can
still encounter drift errors (albeit to a smaller extent) outside
the encrypted RoI.

4. EVALUATION

We implemented our proposed approach as described in sec-
tions 2-3, and a full re-encoding variant, i.e., a method which
fully decodes the bit stream to the pixel domain, fully com-
pensates the drift therein and re-encodes the pictures with the
same parameters, for comparison. In this section, we evaluate
our approach in terms of execution time, drift and overhead.

For the evaluation, we use the foreman and akiyo se-
quences with one RoI each as simple test cases as well as
the crew sequence with up to eleven RoIs as an advanced test
case. All three sequences have CIF resolution (352 · 288). In
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Fig. 3. Schematic transcoder architecture for RoI mac-
roblocks (error accumulation): Differences between the en-
crypted and unencrypted values are accumulated in an error
buffer. Q(−1): (inv.) quantization, T (−1): (inv.) transform,
IP: intra prediction, MCP: motion-compensated prediction.

addition, we use the Vidyo1 sequence (1280 · 720) with three
RoIs and the Kimono sequence (1920 · 1080) with one RoI to
show the impact of higher resolutions. The RoI are the faces
of the depicted actors which were segmented manually. As
explained above, this information can be easily augmented to
be provided by the surveillance system, together with the bit
streams.

We used the H.264/AVC reference software (JM) to cre-
ate Baseline profile bit streams of the sequences listed above.
We used default settings and an IPPP GOP structure, i.e.,
one I frame followed by 3 P frames, repeatedly, to simulate a
typical video surveillance camera configuration.
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Fig. 4. Schematic transcoder architecture for macroblocks
depending on the RoI (error compensation): The accumu-
lated error is corrected approximatively by being considered
in the prediction process. The abbreviations are the same as
for Fig. 3.
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Fig. 5. Overview of error accumulation and compensation
for intra prediction. Light (orange) blocks are processed as
shown in Fig. 3, dark (blue) blocks as shown in Fig. 4.

4.1. Execution Time

To measure the transcoding time, i.e., the time for encryp-
tion and drift minimization, we executed our software imple-
mentation three times for cache warming and five times for
measuring the time between the entry and exit of the main
function. The five measurements were averaged; fluctuations
were insignificant at around 1%.

Fig. 6 depicts the transcoding time for one sequence per
tested resolution and various QP. Our approach (black) is sig-
nificantly faster than the implemented full re-encoding imple-
mentation (grey), saving between 30 and 45% of the execu-
tion time, the upper bound being achieved at high resolutions
and QP. Transcoding time decreases with increasing QP in
both implementations evenly.

4.2. Drift

To quantify the quality decrease due to drift, we measured
the Y-PSNR of all pixels outside the RoI with the respective
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Fig. 6. Execution time of our approach (black) compared to
full re-encoding (grey) for different QP: Our approach is be-
tween 30 and 45% faster.
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Fig. 7. Per-frame Y-PSNR outside the RoI for different se-
quences with QP 27 (first 50 frames): Spatial resolution has
little to no effect on the quality degradation.

unencrypted (compressed) sequence as reference. We only
depict the value of the first 50 frames for the sake of visual-
ization. Fig. 7 illustrates the Y-PSNR values for all frames of
the tested sequences with QP 27.

There are quasi no differences between the CIF and high
resolution sequences. The amount of drift largely depends on
the amount of movement and changes at GOP borders, most
notably in the first few GOPs of the Vidyo1 sequence (dash-
dot-dotted line).

Used as a worst-case scenario, the crew sequence (dashed)
with up to eleven RoI performs better than most of the other
sequences in the first 50 frames, but shows some drops in
quality around frame 109 (not depicted). Note, however,
that the perceived quality is still relatively very high, i.e., the
amount of drift is low and spatially limited at the minimum
PSNR value at frame 109, as illustrated in Fig. 8 (bottom
right). For the average case like in frame 45 (Fig. 8, top right),
there is quasi no drift at all.



Fig. 8. Left: Frames 46 (top) and 109 (bottom) of the crew
sequence with QP 27; right: Encoded with our proposed ap-
proach with examples of average drift (28 dB, top) and worst-
case drift (14 dB, bottom), respectively, for a high number of
encrypted RoIs.

4.3. Overhead

Finally, we determine the increase in file size caused by our
approach due to the drift minimization. Fig. 9 illustrates this
increase with respect to the original, i.e., unencrypted com-
pressed, file size.

The bit rate increase depends on the QP. High and low
QP induce little increase or even decrease, while medium
QP increase the bit rate by about 1-3% for the CIF resolu-
tion sequences and significantly less for the high resolution
sequences. The exact increase depends on the sequence and
the number of RoIs. In general, increasing the resolution de-
creases the overhead.

The number of additional bits required for drift compensa-
tion decreases with increasing QP since high QP induce large
quality degradations regardless of the presence of drift. Simi-
larly, low QP yield a high number of non-zero coefficients in
the transformed intra and inter prediction residuals, making
the amount of bits required for drift minimization relatively
small in comparison. For medium QP, the number of addi-
tional bits required for drift minimization is about the same,
but the number of non-zero coefficients is smaller, therefore
leading to a relative increase in bit rate.

Note that the bit rate increase of the akiyo sequence can be
considered a worst-case scenario since there is practically no
movement in the sequence outside the RoI. This allows cod-
ing this area with a small amount of bits, making every change
due to drift minimization relatively large in comparison.
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Fig. 9. Bit rate increase for different sequences and QPs:
The overhead increases with the number of RoIs and peaks
at medium-quality QPs.

5. FUTURE WORK

Two main aspects remain future work. First, the approach
proposed in this paper can be combined with the approach of
Unterweger et al. [6] which eliminates spatial, but not tem-
poral drift. Since our approach minimizes temporal drift, a
combination of the two approaches would allow for nearly
drift-free bit-stream-based RoI encryption.

Second, decoding the sequences encoded with our pro-
posed approach restores the RoI, but introduces additional
drift outside the RoI due to the mismatch between the orig-
inal prediction values and our drift-compensated ones. Al-
though it is possible to copy the non-RoI areas (which are
unencrypted) from the encrypted video, this does not allow
for perfect reconstruction due to the remaining small amount
of drift. Thus, a method to signal the RoI (as proposed, e.g.,
in [18]) as well as to compress and signal the difference sig-
nal between the original non-RoI areas and their counterparts
with drift has to be devised so that the original video can be
fully restored. Note that this may not be necessary for many
use cases since, typically, only the RoI need to be fully re-
stored, which is already the case with our approach.

6. CONCLUSION

We proposed a region of interest encryption approach for
H.264/AVC bit streams. Despite being significantly faster
than full re-encoding, it keeps the amount of drift outside the
regions of interest at acceptable levels. The remaining amount
of drift in all of the tested sequences is relatively small, apart
from the crew sequence which exhibits some spatially limited
drift in a small number of frames due to the high number of
small regions of interest and intra-prediction-related depen-
dencies. The bit rate overhead of our proposed approach is
small (1.5% for high resolution sequences and 3% for low
resolution sequences, tops) and depends on the quality and



motion characteristics of the sequence to be encrypted. Our
proposed approach is therefore a viable alternative to full re-
encoding without the drawback of high computational com-
plexity.
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